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Mazak Spotlights SMOOTH Solutions With New Digital Technology Plaza at IMTS
FLORENCE, Ky., August 6, 2018 – In its South Hall booth #338300 at IMTS, Mazak will
highlight its comprehensive suite of digital SMOOTH TECHNOLOGY solutions and
network connectivity options in a new section called the Digital Technology Plaza. With
this new booth area, Mazak will demonstrate its continued dedication to helping
customers achieve full digital connectivity for process monitoring and optimization.
In addition to Mazak’s Smooth CNC controls, the Digital Technology Plaza will include
such other SMOOTH TECHNOLOGY solutions as SMOOTH Link, SMOOTH MPP and
Mazak’s SmartBox®. As a connectivity solution that makes remote monitoring simple,
SMOOTH Link only requires a commercial-off-the-shelf wireless network to enable
users to monitor and manage their machines from any computer, tablet or smartphone.
And since SMOOTH Link operates on a machine’s existing MAZATROL Smooth CNC,
it requires no additional hardware, making it possible for job shops of every size to
enjoy the benefits of machine connectivity.
Visitors to the Digital Technology Plaza will also discover automation solutions geared
specifically toward job shops, including the SMOOTH MPP software that works with
Mazak’s new Multi-Pallet Pool (MPP) system, a space-saving palletized system for
manufacturers who cannot accommodate a full PALLETECH or MAZATEC SMS
system. Like the SMOOTH PMC software that helps users manage PALLETECH,
SMOOTH MPP predicts necessary tools and production output according to the
production schedule, displaying pertinent information to the user in a variety of graphs
that enable easy utilization analysis.
The Digital Technology Plaza will additionally serve as the connectivity hub for the
booth’s fully networked manufacturing environment thanks to the Mazak SmartBox. A
scalable, end-to-end solution that connects machines, software and other
manufacturing equipment to a single network via the MTConnect® open source
communications protocol, the Mazak SmartBox remains the company’s cornerstone
solution for giving customers the secure digital connectivity they need to thrive in
today’s competitive manufacturing industry.
About Mazak Corporation
Mazak Corporation is a leader in the design and manufacture of productive machine
tool solutions. Committed to being a partner to customers with innovative technology,
its world-class facility in Florence, Kentucky, produces over 100 models of turning
centers, Multi-Tasking machines and vertical machining centers, including 5-axis
models. Continuously investing in manufacturing technology allows the Kentucky
iSMART Factory to be the most advanced and efficient in the industry, providing high-

quality and reliable products. Mazak maintains eight Technology Centers across North
America to provide local hands-on applications, service and sales support to
customers. For more information on Mazak's products and solutions, visit
www.MazakUSA.com or follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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